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Ã‚Â  LlewellynÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s WitchesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Calendar --Ã‚Â A Tradition Since 1998 Align your spirit

to the ebb and flow of time and discover a source of ancestral wisdom. Rich with beautiful imagery

and filled with important dates and reminders, the WitchesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Calendar pulls you deeply into

the rhythms of the natural world. Explore this inspiring resource again and again to enliven your

practice with Moon signs and phases; planetary motion (including retrogrades); daily color

correspondences; solar and lunar eclipses; days for fishing and planting; and even lunar gardening

tips. With original scratchboard art by Kathleen Edwards and unforgettable spells, essays, and

rituals by popular authors, this calendar will help you attune your life and spiritual practice to the

Wheel of the Year. January: Road Opener Spell Diana Rajchel February: Groundhog Day GoalÃ‚Â 

Dallas Jennifer Cobb March: A Bird BlessingÃ‚Â  Lupa April: Earth Day Grass RitualÃ‚Â  James

Kambos May: Maypole Celebration Deborah Blake June: Honoring the Father God Sybil Fogg July:

Bee Community BlessingÃ‚Â  Monica Crosson August: Cool as a Cucumber Thuri Calafia

September: Fall Flowers Ember Grant October: Peak of Perfection Elizabeth Barrette November:

Gratitude at the Table Barbara Ardinger December: Activity and Hibernation Blake Octavian Blair

Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â 
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Llewellyn Publications has grown and expanded into new areas of personal growth and

transformation since it began as the Portland School of Astrology in 1901. Along with the strong line

of astrology books the company was founded upon, Llewellyn publishes books on everything from



alternative health and healing, Wicca and Paganism, to metaphysics and the paranormal-and since

1994 has published a growing list of Spanish-language titles.  Llewellyn has long been know as one

of America's leading publishers of New Age books, producing a wide variety of valuable tools for

transformation of the mind, body and spirit. Reach for the Moon-and discover that self-help and

spiritual growth is what Llewellyn is all about.

This is a must have for me. I have bought Llewellyn's Witches Calendar every year for the past 35

years. I would be lost without it. It has all the lunar phases, planetary signs, holidays, daily colors,

etc. that a witch would ever need. The artwork is always beautiful and there is always a bit of lore,

wisdom or something that I didn't know. I recommend this highly to everyone. Witch or not. Good

job!

I have been buying one for the last 12 years and from all sorts of places. I loved how it was mailed

in a flat box and there was no damage to it and it's clean and pristine and ready for the next year. I

normally get mine and the edges are banged up and sometimes the calendar is bent in half as the

postal service tries to cram it in my mailbox. I can't live without this calendar and it provides me the

info I need. I can't say the same for everyone as everyone is going to be different. This is just a

must have each year for myself personally. I'm glad it was released early and the price was fair and

I was able to snag it fast.

Wow this calendar is beautiful. Every month includes a spell, stone, animal, and flower

correspondences, moon phases, and colors of the day. Highly recommend for any witch.

Love this because of the daily colors. I never struggle with what to wear I just pick the color it shows

for the day.

Great calendar! She explains all the little symbols on each of the days on the back of the book! It is

absolutely perfect for any witch out there. It tells you every time the moon changes phases and

every time the moon and sun enter different astrological signs, as well as directs, retrogrades, etc.

They explain what this means in the back of the book. They give you correspondences in the back

for the colors of the days. There are a wide variety of colors. The artwork is amazing. The spells are

interesting. They give a rather historical perspective as well.



This is the first wall calendar I purchased at full price, versus waiting until March and getting it 80

percent off, and I'm so glad I took that approach. Llewellyn's is the ideal calendar for the lazy witch.

It makes practicing a pagan path nothing short of magical in its ease. In addition to having a central

theme for each month, it offers a wealth of resource and information on moon phases, power colors,

and holiday celebrations. Checking the calendar to get a good idea of what to expect from the day

has made me feel more mindful, grounded, and self-aware. The artwork is absolutely breathtaking

as well, making even the hottest mess witch feel bold enough to take on any challenge thrown at

her. Blessed be!

of course i love this; some Pagan holidays are listed, along with some planetary

movements/astrology.I love the beautiful art depicting various witches & Wiccan aspects, including

nature. There are also spell suggestions at the beginning, and personal excercizes/spells to delve

into the deeper meanings of each month.I got this along with(I got this along with Llewellyn's 2017

Astrological Calendar, because it included much more detailed astrological aspects)

I first got one of these calendar's many years ago as a Halloween gift from a co-worker. I've been

hooked on them ever since and I make sure I have one every years since. I like that it's big enough

to write something in the date box and that it has all of the sabbats and the moons. It's very handy

and helpful.
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